technology Spotlight

By David Evans

New Hope Fellowship

Discovers
the Beauty in
Pre-Owned
Gear

N

ew Hope Fellowship
Church was
originally founded
in 1986 as Stuart
Nazarene Church. In 1988,
under the direction of Senior
Pastor Gary Durham, plans
were laid for the establishment
of New Hope Fellowship on
our present 21-acre campus
in Palm City, FL. Though the
vision tarried for over 10 years,
God never let the dream die
in the hearts of those who
were willing to listen, and our
current ministry campus and
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new facility was recently
completed.
Our mission at New
Hope Fellowship is to
spread the teachings of Jesus
throughout the Treasure
Coast and beyond. For those
who have not accepted Jesus
Christ as their personal
Savior, we would like to take
the opportunity to introduce
them to Him. God made us
and created us for His glory
and to be loved by Him.
Only through Him do we
discover our true selves.
I came on as worship
pastor (in charge of the
creative arts; music, drama,
dance, etc.) in January after
the church ran an extensive
search for leadership to take
them into the new facility.
We plan to eventually record
and produce a television
program each week, as well
as release a CD each year of
original praise and worship
songs.
We decided we needed
to upgrade our gear for the
move into our new facility.
We required a new sound
system and new projection,
as well as lighting. Our
target demographic is young
families and young adults.
Instead of going with just
the standard two screen
projection on either side of
the stage, I felt it would give
us the extra WOW factor
if we could project onto
the whole wall space, so we
purchased three Christie
Digital S+20K Video
Projectors. We also wanted
to make an impact with our
lighting, so I worked closely
with Henry at GearSource
to help us with this. He
designed most of the
project and also suggested
the company iDesign as
subcontractors to do the
install.
Henry informed us there

was some available secondhand equipment coming
on the market, including
eight High End System
Shape Shifters, six Elation
Platinum Spot LEDs, and
ETC Source 4 PARs and
Ellipsoidals. As soon as I
went online and had a look
at the Shape Shifters I knew
that these lights would offer
us so much more bang for
the buck than the standard
intelligent lighting. We
had to think of TV in the
lighting design as well as
offer the potential of a
mainstream professional
light show you would see at
any big CCM event.
For a lighting console,
we chose the MA lighting
command wing after
discussions with both Henry
and Michael at iDesign. I felt
that we needed a standard
high-end professional
lighting control system so
that if any touring company
came and used our facility
they would be immediately
familiar with what we had
installed.
Although we don’t
currently have a professional
lighting designer on staff, we
do have some very dedicated
volunteers who have
been trained by Michael
and his team at iDesign.
We have also created a
simpler version of the MA
lighting control system
by programing a separate
Chavez analog desk for our
volunteers who don’t know
how to operate the MA.
For audio, we knew we
needed a sound system
that would provide us the
quality and coverage we
needed without breaking our
budget. Henry from Gear
Source suggested DAS Audio
Event Series Self Powered
Line Array system and subs
as a good solution for us.
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Henry Kones
Vice-President
of Business Development,
GearSource

®

TFWM: What were the challenges presented by
New Hope Church?   
Henry: The biggest challenge was the 28-day timeframe

from design to finish. The church was on a time crunch.
Additionally, the installation took place in an entirely new
building that did not have infrastructure to support the
SLV installation but in the end we had a great team to see
the installation from start to finish.

TFWM: Should lighting play a larger role in
church production than it typically does?
Henry: Quality lighting should. Lighting can take a

church production to the next level and really help to push
the message to are trying to send to your congregation.
There is a time and place for effects lighting but it should
always be in addition to a well thought out design. Also,
with pre-owned equipment you can keep the lighting side
of your production within budget and still enhance the
overall theme.

TFWM: Why should more churches consider
purchasing pre-owned equipment?
Henry: Quality pre-owned equipment on average

allows a purchased to leverage about 30-40% more gear
on average to achieve the same effect. Since items often
get cut from a budget, pre-owned offers the purchaser the
no limitation on design. Also, there are still warrantees
available and with the right partner, you will be able to
have them consult you on shipping and install.

TFWM: What’s the best piece of advice you can
offer a House of Worship before they begin a
new install?   
Henry: Set a budget, take with a trusted partner that

can consult you on your future productions and put the
right equipment at your fingertips. It is also wise to allow
yourself 60 days to purchase and deal so you will always
be within your install timeframes.

After visiting their Florida
warehouse and sales factory
and listening to the systems,
I found them to be very
versatile – on par with the
big name brands, yet costeffective. The line array gives
us the clear crisp sound of a
speaking system, while the
subs give us the tight rumble
you would expect from a
large contemporary band.
When we first started
working on our budget,
we discovered that if we
purchased pre-toured and
pre-owned gear we would
get better quality products
at a much cheaper price.
For example, a second
hand chain motors is as
practical as a brand-new
chain motor. Why spend
thousands and thousands
of dollars for a brand new
one when you’re only going
to use it a few times a
year? Besides which, chain
motors are up in the ceiling
completely concealed and
out of the way – why pay
full price when good second
hand does the trick.
Our turn around time
from order to install was
four weeks. I had called
three other companies that
just couldn’t do something
that ambitious within our
desired timeframe, but
Gearsource and iDesign
took the challenge and really
made it happen.
Working with
GearSource was awesome.
It was so simple! I met with
Henry and we talked for a
few days about the strategy.
Henry made a final plan and
presented it. After tweaking
a few things and agreeing
on the way forward, Henry
then sent us the invoices
for the four major areas;
lighting, sound, video,
and infrastructure. After
the gear arrived, iDesign

In Stages

Photos above image showcases how Dante VIA can help your facility create an audio
network.
Photos courtesy of Audinate.
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GEAR LIST
•

30 x 40 12” Black Painted Truss Grid

•

6 Way 1/2 Ton Motor Package

•

8 High End System Shape Shifters.

•

24 ETC Source 4 Pars

•

8 ETC Source 4 Ellipsoidal

•

6 Elation Platinum Spot LED 2 Fixtures

•

2 Antari Hazers

•

1 Flexor DMX Dimmer

•

3 Christie Digital S+20K Video
Projectors

•

1 Grand MA 2 Programming Wing and
Node

•

1 Complete DAS Audio Event Series Self
Powered Line Array System

•

1 Complete Cable Package

installed everything and
trained our team on how to
use it all, leaving us with a
product that is far superior
and versatile than most
churches our size are able to
afford.
We knew that in order
to reach and be currently
relevant to the community
that we serve we needed to
be always keeping up with
technology. Centuries past,
the church was the lead
innovator in the arts of the
day. The best musicians and
artists all served in the local
church. We aim to get back
to holding that place. So
we’ve designed our church to
be as impressive and cutting
edge as any professional
production touring company
out there. In fact, any
touring company can simply
come in and plug and play
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because we have all the
standard current technology
available.
We believe we are going
to impact our community.
That obviously means
growth numerically but
more importantly it means
that we grow significantly
in the number of people we
can help in their spiritual
journey. We are passionate
about that. There is a whole
generation that has been
disenfranchised by out
of touch, stogy church
representation of who Jesus
really is and we aim to
change that in our area.

David Evans is a
worship pastor at New
Hope Fellowship in
Palm City, FL. www.
palmcitynewhope.com

